Cordaro Faux News: Student Onion mistaken for Student Union

Coastal Carolina University continues to grow like a university that continues to grow. As construction by Spadoni Park is finishing up this semester, students are excited to see what masterpiece arises when the dust settles. As popular belief holds, the site will be complete with a movie theatre, game room, offices, and even an extended dining hall. Like all popular beliefs, this couldn’t be more wrong.

A Student Union is what students expect, but when a golf-ball shaped exhibit opens this January, it will be the Student Onion: an onion-shaped building for attraction and not a center with a theatre, game room, etc. Antonio D’Roma, who advised the leveling of CINO Deck in Fall of 2013, had the following to say: “We were just told to level the dirt so the campus can get one of those - what do you call them -Epcot Balls.” Yes indeed, the building that students believe will become the Jackson Student Union is actually the Jackson Student Onion. “A misspelling in legislation entirely turned around expectations for the Student Onion and for that I apologize,” admits Board Assistant Director Administrator Advisor Jeffrey.

Not to fret, though, the 61-foot-tall building will be shaped like an onion and the campus will implement new Onio-Feel technology to make the outside bricks smell, feel, and look like real onion. Students and other campus-goers are welcome to check out the Student Onion upon completion in January of 2015. At the Grand Opening, it is noted that there will be a Bokchoy slide, Rubarb Go-Karts, and a Persimmon Balloon-toss. “We really outdid ourselves this time. Watch Charleston try something like this!” exclaimed the Chief of Vegetable-Student Interactions. Local vendors will supply students with a plethora of food for non-meat diets. For students with cholesterol-packed carnivorous diets, there will also be booth in the far right comer of the event selling chicken nuggets and ketchup.

This is Dylan for Faux News, keep it classy Coastal.

We want to hear what you have to say!

Web: thechantnews.com
Facebook: Facebook.com/thechanticleer
Twitter: @thechanticleer
Instagram: @thechanticleer

Email any questions, letters to the editor, or corrections to: chanticleernews@gmail.com
Dear Chauncey

Need advice on how to handle your daily struggle? Ask Chauncey! You can submit questions anonymously on our ask.fm/TheChanticleer page and your questions could be answered in the next issue. Advice will be given by your fellow peers anonymously. (Art Director note: please include this new description of Dear Chauncey)

Dear Chauncey, I am a student here at Coastal and I have trouble being around girls. Some days I am so shy around the pretty girls that surround this campus. When I am around them, I feel boring because I am not interesting enough. Any advice?

Hello shy around others, true beauty is in the eye of the beholder. You should not feel shy around woman just from their physical appearance. Some people do not even realize how attractive they truly are. From ones physical appearance, it may appear that they think they are the hottest thing around. In their mental state, this ideal of them being beautiful is not a reality.

Even before you can pursue a friendship or relationship you need to be happy with yourself. If you are not personally happy or confident alone then you will never be happy or confident in a relationship. Do things that make you happy and interest you. Join a club or go to the gym! Do things that make you happy. Once you are happy with yourself you will feel confident and interesting around others.

Dear Chauncey, How do you tell someone that you’re in love with them even though they only consider you a friend?

Telling someone how you feel about them is very hard. You want to change a relationship from a friendship to a partnership, but there can be many repercussions from doing so.

One scenario is that they may be interested in you as more than a friend as well. This is great! Everyone’s happy in the end, and telling the truth was worth it. This is not always the case though. They may not be having those same romantic feelings that you have. After you tell them, the friendship could be uncomfortable and not the same as it used to be. You have to make a decision and decide what matters to you more, telling your secret or keeping your friendship?

When trying to move a friendship to a romantic relationship, you may want to reconsider by starting off the conversation by telling them that you love them. This can be extremely uncomfortable and awkward for both parties involved.

Promote the campus, not the clubs

GUEST COLUMN BY:
QUENTIN SMALLS

If you were paying attention to Coastal Carolina University’s Twitter account before the semester started, you probably saw the dozens and dozens of flyers for parties at the many clubs that occupy the Conway/Myrtle Beach area. Now if you are not familiar with club promotions, you probably will get as much as 100 notifications on your TL a day here at Coastal. This is just an ordinary day for Coastal’s Twitter. Well, when it comes to promoting on-campus events, the students only promote at the last minute and even at these events, you only see students who are a part of an organization participated in these events. Let me speak on this for a minute.

Why is it that when a promotion group such as OceanGang and UpSkale promotes a party, everyone shows up or gets excited about the event enough to tell their friends but if the school promotes a simple event such as Cultural Celebration, you know more about it from the streets but not online? It seems too stupid that students would pay attention to Coastal a few weeks ago and man, what a party scene it turned Coastal into.

Thanks to a video that is out on YouTube, Coastal has been portrayed as the “party school” and it has been impacted by I’m Shmacked tour that happened a few weeks ago. Look man, 35 people were arrested in one night, most of them were caught under age drinking which is plain stupid for students who had a hard time getting housing this semester. Why are we so obsessed with clubs that are off campus such as Club Heat, Kono Lounge, Kokomos to name a few but on-campus clubs get barely no recognition? Oh, I have some theory, because people are attracted to the girls who are promoting these parties, and these girls promote non-stop for what? To get into the club at a lower price, someone like me pays $15 to get into a club, a promo girl gets in 95% of the time for free. That’s only a theory, not a fact.

So, why not try this Coastal? It is always fun to go to the club and have fun with your friends, BUT it is also nice to promote Coastal as a respectable campus. So, students promote your schools’ events even if they are not interesting and who knows, maybe you can convince you buddies to join you at this event. Thank You, that is just my two cents.
Congratulations! If you are reading this then you have committed your college years to being a Coastal Carolina Chanticleer.

After having a widely successful 2013-2014 sports season, the world became even better acquainted with our school and more importantly, our identity as Chanticleers. When Coastal first opened its doors in 1954, the institution was a two-year junior college that was affiliated with the University of South Carolina. After spending nearly a decade in the shadow of USC, a group of students and their English professor and basketball coach, Cal F. Maddox, brought up the idea of a new mascot. They wanted something that would showcase our independence but still have a connection to our USC roots.

Ernie Johnson was the only sportscaster to correctly state what a chanticleer is and where it came from. But really, what is a chanticleer? And how does one even pronounce the name?

The chanticleer (pronounced SHON-tuh-clear) is a crafty and quick-witted rooster whose origin with Coastal can be dated back to the 1960s. However, the chanticleer itself can be traced back as far as the 14th century.

When Coastal first opened its doors in 1954, the institution was a two-year junior college that was affiliated with the University of South Carolina. After spending nearly a decade in the shadow of USC, a group of students and their English professor and basketball coach, Cal F. Maddox, brought up the idea of a new mascot. They wanted something that would showcase our independence but still have a connection to our USC roots. Maddox turned to Geoffrey Chaucer, the author of The Canterbury Tales.

The chanticleer appears in “The Nun’s Priest Tale” and according to Chaucer, when it comes to its crow, “there was not his equal in all the land.”

The chanticleer is not only strong and fierce, but impressive looking. “His comb was redder than fine coral and turreted like a castle wall, his bill was black and shone like a jet, and his legs and toes were like azure. His nails were whiter than the lily and his feathers were like burnished gold.” The Chants were born.

But if Chauncey is a Chanticleer then why is he teal and bronze? If you haven’t noticed by now, you are in Teal Nation. If you travel a few miles down the road you hit the ocean.

Take the serenity of the teal Atlantic Ocean, add the soft bronze sand, combine it with history & literature and we have our mascot. How many other schools can say their school colors stem from the beach?

When Coastal completely severed all ties to USC in 1993, and became the school we know and love today, there was speculation around changing the mascot once again. However, because the Chanticleer continued to be quick witted and fierce, our mascot has found a way into the hearts of the Coastal community, and it was decided to keep the name.

Coastal Carolina University combines a mixture of location and literature to make us who we are today, The Coastal Carolina Chanticleers.
NOW HIRING

The Chanticleer Newspaper is looking to hire a creative individual as Art Director for the 2015 Spring Semester.
(Graphic Design experience required)

If interested, please email chriswjohnso@gmail.com to set up an interview date and time.
Ever feel like you just cannot find the proper clothes? It makes you think that clothing departments only make apparel that pertains to the body figure of a model. Well, we have just the thing. The four main body types for women are: Pear, Triangle, Hourglass, and a Full-Figured. For men, there are three main types: triangle, trapezoid, and the rectangle.

**Pear-Shaped Women:**
Not sure if you have a pear-shaped body? Well, if you feel that your hips, butt, and thighs are wider than your upper bust, your waist is small, and your bottom is dominant, it is safe to say that you would fall under the pear-shaped body figure. Here is how to dress according to this body type.

You really want to draw attention to your upper body and minimize your lower body. With that being said, try wearing spaghetti strapped and strapless tops! Looking for something a little more formal? Look for a dress that has a form of a pattern or ruffles! This is applying the same rules for casual clothing by drawing attention towards your bust and not your butt! If you are looking for a skirt, aim towards A-lined skirts. It creates the illusion of smaller hips. When it comes to pants, try wearing a bootcut - they make your legs look longer! As far as accessories go, a belt will help emphasize your tiny waist and shoes that come to a point at the end.

**Full-Figured Women:**
Full-Figured women have something that most women envy, slim hips, and legs! In order to emphasize these great features, try wearing V-neck tops and dresses. This helps bring forth your gorgeous assets! If you want to create the illusion of a tight waist, look for belts to apply to the smallest part of your body or shirts that come in tight and then flow away at the bottom. This can apply for formal apparel as well!

**Hourglass Women:**
When you have an hourglass body, you may be looked upon as, “lucky;” in which you are! However, that does not mean you always know the proper clothes to wear. Try to wear skinny jeans, lightweight fabrics, A-line skirts, and wrap dresses. This helps emphasize your curves.

**Inverted Triangle:**
Features of an inverted triangle are: wide shoulders and a broad chest, tiny waist and narrow hips. If you fall under these assets, try showing off those envious legs! Therefore, wear full skirts and high-waisted pants. Do not think I forgot about you guys! As shocking as this may sound, there are guys out there who do care about their appearance and want to dress according to their body shape as well. There are a ton of different body shapes for men. For example, there are: the trapezoid, the triangle, and the rectangle.

**Trapezoid:**
Those of who have a trapezoid figure, usually have a broad chest and shoulders with a relatively narrow waist and hips. It is much easier to try the new trends such as: bold prints, patterns etc. You may want to lean towards shirts with bold prints and a nice pair of dark-wash jeans.

**Triangle:**
The triangle is similar to the trapezoid. However, your waist and hips are much more narrow. This means that your upper torso is wider than your lower torso. With that being said, you want to draw attention around the hips with belts or pockets. As far as shirts go, try wearing striped shirts. The stripes will focus across the stomach rather than the chest. Try to mix things up by wearing a v-neck shirt. It will help draw the eye down and narrow the chest.

If you do not feel like “dressing up” try wearing shirts with a bold logo or graphic prints. This will help create a focal point reducing attention to the upper chest.

**Rectangle:**
Men who have the rectangle-shaped bodies find their shoulders to be the same width as their waist and hips. The goal is to widen the shoulders while making the torso look more narrow. Try to wear blazers and jackets that look padded in the shoulders but narrow the underarm. If you feel like wearing accessories, try wearing scarves or circular necklines to widen your upper torso.

Remember, these are just tips to help those of who do not know how to dress according to their body type. There are so many different body shapes out there and you are all beautiful! Embrace your figure and show off your assets.
CCU as seen by Instagram

BY: SIERRA DOHERTY
STAFF WRITER

Have you ever noticed how pretty campus is?
It may be difficult to see with all of the construction that is going on, but areas that are construction-free can be quite easy on the eyes.

Of course, not everyone has an eye for beauty, which is why people like Mark Jessop are needed to point out the attractive qualities of campus.

Jessup is a recent CCU graduate with a bachelor’s degree in history and a current grad student at Coastal. He has always lived in the area- like right next to Coastal. His plan since high school had always been to start at Horry-Georgetown and move on to CCU.

For Jessup, Coastal was just the next step working towards his career.

It was just a neighborhood school to which he never gave much thought. However, Jessup’s feelings towards CCU changed as he became more involved on campus.

“Coastal has a lot of history.”

Noticing that school spirit at CCU wasn’t growing as fast as the school itself seemed to be, Jessup started a Twitter account last September. On Twitter, Jessup regularly posts live tweets from home athletic events and talks about any other news that pertains to CCU.

“I wanted to try and rally school spirit and keep people informed,” said Jessup.

When the 2014 spring semester rolled around there didn’t seem to be too much going on for Jessup to talk about on Twitter, but he had taken many photos from various spots around campus. So, he decided to start an Instagram account last February with the same purpose as his Twitter account, but he also wanted to highlight some of Coastal’s history.

“I guess my interest in history was another reason for my Instagram account,” said Jessup. “Coastal has a lot of history.”

Jessup pairs his pictures with informative captions as another way to get students interested in CCU’s campus and show off the rapid growth of the University.

You can stay updated with Jessup’s posts by following @CCUSStudent on Twitter and @coastalcarolinastudent on Instagram.

COASTAL CRIME LOG

BY: KYLE JORDAN
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Date: 9/15/2014
Time: 11:45
Type: Medical assist - assault
Location: 100 Spadoni Park Circle
Description: A CCU DPS officer responded to Spadoni Park Circle to assist CFD with a person who had fallen from a ladder. While assisting CFD at the scene the officer was made aware of an assault. The victim of the fall had assaulted one of the CFD medics treating them. The officer interviewed the medic and witnesses at the scene. The medic had not decided if they would press charges. Both the victim of the fall and the medic were transported for treatment.

Date: 9/19/14
Type: Malicious damage, underage possession of alcohol
Location: 177 Graduate Drive
Description: While participating in an underage alcohol enforcement operation a CCU DPS officer observed the subjects attempting to hide in the woods and stopped them to investigate. While interviewing the two subjects the victim approached and was also interviewed. The victim claimed the two subjects had vandalized the victim’s vehicle. The officer was able to observe the damage and located s witnesses who corroborated the victim’s story. One of the subjects admitted to the act of vandalism. Both subjects admitting to being in possession of alcohol. The two subjects were issued citations and transported to the Horry County Detention Center.
Students and faculty do their best to prepare for the worst

Coastal Carolina University offers mandatory active-shooter training for student employees and faculty

BY: KYLE JORDAN
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Here at Coastal Carolina University, we like to think that we are fairly safe in our little corner of the world located in this small, South Carolina, beach town. But stop and ask yourself this question: What if?

What if a student who is pissed-off at the world shows up to campus with an AK-47 and shoots up the school? What if you came face-to-face with someone whose intentions were to kill you and hundreds of your peers? What if Coastal Carolina University experienced an active shooter?

Now I am sure some of you are thinking, “Well, CCU has already had an active shooter and everyone aside from the one victim turned out ok. No worries right?”

What happened two years ago in University Place was not an active shooting, it was an isolated incident. The murderer shot his victim and left the scene. Clearly, there was only one person that the shooter intended on harming. Incidents like Columbine, Sandy Hook, Virginia Tech, and Westside Middle school are what we are talking about when we talk about active shootings. Each institution was basically held hostage by armed individuals who were hell-bent on killing as many people as they could, and in most of these cases those individuals succeeded to an extent.

In order to prevent CCU from becoming the next academic institution to fall victim to an active shooter, Coastal Carolina requires student employees and faculty to participate in Active Shooter Training. Such training has always been required for professors and other full-time faculty members, but it only recently became mandatory for student employees.

“We have made some changes over the years in regards to the trainings”, said Coastal Carolina University President, Dr. David DeCenzo. “Student workers and volunteers are now all required to go through Active Shooter Training.”

Student employees and full-time faculty get the same kind of Active Shooter Training. Coastal Carolina’s Compliance and Training Officer, Captain Thomas Mezzapelle, was one of the key players in developing and implementing the Active Shooter Training program at CCU. Mezzapelle says that one of the primary goals of the training is to get student employees and faculty to realize that they will be the ones who many students are going to look to for guidance and safety until the police arrive in the event of an active shooter at CCU.

“The training is about getting University employees in the mindset of, if an active shooter does happen on campus, the police officers probably aren’t going to be the first people there. It will be our faculty and students,” said Captain Mezzapelle. “So we want them to be aware that they are probably going to be on the front line for part of the time.”

Student employees and full-time faculty complete the Active Shooter Training online. The training is administered by the University through Moodle.

Those who go through the training are asked to watch a 52-minute long training video that begins with chilling footage from a movie called Day One, which reenacts the events that occurred at Columbine High School in 1999.

When the Day One footage ends, a power point presentation of various institutions that have experienced active shootings is shown. The presentation includes facts such as the dates and locations of the shootings, and the amount of casualties each institution suffered. Coastal Carolina is the institution mentioned on the last slide of the presentation. The date for CCU on the power point presentation is TBA, indicating that the University has not yet experienced an active shooter. The rest of the video is dedicated to Captain Mezzapelle talking to his audience about what to do in an active shooter situation.

When the video is over, those who watched it are asked to take an assessment that indicates they have watched Mezzapelle’s video and that they understand what to do if an active shooter ever occurs on campus.

Some University employees do more than what is required to prepare themselves and their students for the event of an active shooter on campus.

Coastal Carolina Communication Professor, Dr. Deborah Breede, had first-hand experience with an active shooter when she taught middle-school students earlier in her career and says that she dedicates part of a class period in each of her classes every semester to explain her classroom protocol for dealing with an active shooter to her students.

“I think it is very important to have a plan and for students to know the protocol in case we have a shooter,” said Breede.

“If I am teaching and we get an alert like the one we got during the UP incident saying to lock the doors and stay where we are because nobody knows where the shooter is, I tell my class that we will lock the door, barricade the window, move to a corner or closet that is not identifiable from the hallway, and wait for the all clear,” said Breede.

While CCU has never experienced a shooting like the one at Columbine, Mezzapelle said that it is something that Public-Safety constantly trains for.

“Over the years we have evolved what we do [to train for active shooters],” said Mezzapelle.

“There is a state-wide program primarily done through SLED that trains people on how to deal with active and workplace shooter type incidents. It involves classroom sessions where we [Public-Safety Personnel] learn about the history and current methods of dealing with situations like that. We also do scenario trainings with fake weapons where we do room entries and we have “shooters” firing back at us,” said Mezzapelle.

So God forbid this happens at CCU, how prepared is the University for something like this and what would the University do if an active shooter ever paid us a visit?

“Every cop that picked up the radio in the Conway-Myrtle Beach area would be on this campus,” said Mezzapelle. “So it would be us at Public Safety, it would be Conway Police, Myrtle Beach Police, SLED, State Troopers, probably anyone you could think of. But I hope we never see the day where we have to find out how prepared we are for this situation, because there is only one true way for us to figure that out.”
Coastal’s own Farmers Market

BY: KATIE FALZONE
STAFF WRITER

On Wednesday September 10th Coastal held a farmers market right on Prince Lawn. This event takes place several times a year, and is quite popular among students. The farmers market offers products that those who do not have a car on campus can buy, such as fresh produce, baked goods, homemade jewelry and dining ware, and soaps. This year the weather was beautiful for the event and several small businesses came out to Coastal for the market. The list included:

- Mountain Man Honey
- Mary Beth’s Sustainable Food
- Warley Lane Farms - handcrafted soap
- San Jos Unique Designs
- Bare Island Nut Company
- Sea Glass Designs
- Bobby’s Local Produce
- Sunny Cedar Farms
- Mary’s Baked Goods
- The Original Low Country Pimento Cheese

Also at the Farmers market was CCU foodman, who was serving yummy samples. There was a fresh squeezed lemonade stand with numerous lemonade for students to enjoy as they walked around the market. Very popular stands were the baked good stands where students could buy delicious homemade pies, and other treats. Some unique stands were the Sea Glass Designs, and San Jos Unique Designs, where beautiful handcrafted jewelry and glassware were sold. Coastal’s Students Environmental Awareness club also had a table set up promoting their club, which is all about making Earth healthier. Coastal’s farmers market was a success and students loved it! Keep an eye out on CCU’s website.
Student feedback shows strong support for the University’s decision to potentially add an Art History Major.

The possibility of Coastal Carolina University adding an Art History major has been a hot-topic in the Visual Arts Department this semester. But based on the feedback the department has received from students on the matter, this possibility may be “just a possibility” for a little while longer.

Three weeks into the semester, students who have majors in the Edwards College of Humanities and Fine Arts received an email from Coastal Carolina Visual Arts Chair and Art History Professor, Dr. Arne R. Flaten, containing a link to an interest survey about the addition of an Art History major. Professors also asked students to sign a non-obligational interest sheet in their classes.

Flaten said that even though a small portion of students participated in the surveys and interest sheets, most of the responses from students who did were in support of adding the Art History Major.

“We only got a ten percent response rate from Humanities and Fine Arts students, but that’s still 184 people that responded to the survey,” said Flaten.

“Of those people, 61 said they’d be interested in an Art History major. Those are big numbers. Even if only half those people end up earning the degree, you’ve still got a major that’s got thirty people in it right off the bat.”

One class in which the interest sheets were passed out was Assistant Professor Leslie Wallace’s Non-Western Art Survey. Wallace said she was pleasantly taken back when she saw how many of her students were in favor of adding the program.

“The response was a lot higher than I ever imagined,” Wallace said. “I think it’ll be a really positive thing for the department but then mostly for the University at large as well.”

Gathering interest is only a small piece of puzzle when it comes to creating a new major. A three page proposal must go before the South Carolina Commission for Higher Education. About a month after it is reviewed by the Commission, Flaten and other members of the faculty must defend the proposal in front of the Commission. If that is successful, they are invited to write a 20 page proposal which includes details about the curriculum, graduation rate, and job opportunities.

If the proposal is approved by the South Carolina Commission for Higher Education, it has to go through Coastal Carolina University’s Curriculum Committee. Afterwards, it goes through Academic Affairs, Faculty Senate, and finally the Provost and President. If the proposal makes it through these stages of the process, the University can add the new major to its academic catalogue.

Flaten said that if all goes well, the Art History major will be implemented in the fall semester of 2016.
#Chantnation; not just a hashtag

Coastal Carolina’s new student organization look to take school spirit to another level

BY: AMANDA ESTELL
STAFF WRITER

When we think of football in the south, some things that come to mind might be, cooler weather, the leaves changing colors, and packed stands filled with people wearing their team’s colors.

When you think CCU football, what do you think of? Tailgates, teal, Chauncey’s leap and the student section?

In the past, an organization called SCREAM ran the Coastal Carolina Student Section, but in the spring semester of 2014 Karly Southall, Cameron Driver, and a group of other CCU students decided it was time for a change.

“When I’m a part of something, I want it to be the best,” said Driver. “Before Chantnation, the student section was mediocre. I want it to be the best student section in the country.”

Cameron Driver is known as “Mr. Coastal” and he is the unofficial hype-man of Coastal Carolina. He has no problem with being loud and proud of CCU. Driver says that he and the rest of Chantnation want every student at CCU to experience the beauty of letting go in a safe, clean environment, while they get crazy and cheer their team to victory.

The level of excitement that the members of Chantnation consistently display can be contagious. Before you know it, Chantnation has everyone in the student section on their feet and cheering on the Chanticleers.

Chantnation representative Karly Southall said that she thinks that students will be happier overall if students feel connected to the University.

“Chantnation’s goal is to change the way people view Coastal’s student body,” said Southall. “They don’t want CCU to only be known for “I’m shmacked” and being one of America’s top party schools. They want to help students experience the pride and excitement that comes with being a part of history and from being a Chanticleer,” said Southall.

If you don’t know the cheers or would just like to come out, get free food, and have fun with fellow students, Chantnation holds a “Call Practice” at 7:45pm for all CCU students on Friday nights before home games at a location to be announced. There will also be a ChantRally on Friday September 26th at the woods pavilion from 5:00pm-7:00pm. There will be s’mores, music and of course, cheering.

Meetings for Chantnation are every other Tuesday in Wall 317 at 7:00pm.

David Kiloren
Ethics Fellow Dept. of Philosophy & Religious Studies

Favorite:
Food: I used to like pizza. Then I became a vegan. Now I like bananas, clementines, pasta, and Froto Loops.
Movie: Three O’Clock High
Book: David Enoch, Taking Morality Seriously: A Defense of Robust Realism
Place: A three-way tie: Saint Louis, Missouri; Boulder, Colorado; El Paso, Texas.

What is your favorite thing about teaching at Coastal?
Everything that happens in the Jackson Family Center for Ethics & Values

What is one thing you are afraid of?
The possibility that I might discover, at the end of my life, that I’ve wasted all of my time on meaningless trivialities

What is your biggest accomplishment?
Some of the papers I’ve written are pretty good. Honest!
Coastal Carolina Destroys Florida A&M, 48-3

BY: MADISON WARREN
SPORTS EDITOR

On Saturday night the Chants defeated Florida A&M in a landslide 48-3.

This was the first time Coastal Carolina faced Florida A&M in the school’s history.

Starting quarterback Alex Ross threw for one touchdown from 25 yards out and ran one for one more from 13 yards away. De'Angelo Henderson had two touchdown runs for 13 yards and 2 yards, while Alex Catron added two field goals from 39 yards and 51 yards.

Two Florida A&M turnovers resulted in easy scores for the Chanticleers. Calvin Hollenhorst returned a fumble for four yards for a touchdown and Osharmar Abercrombie returned a blocked punt for a 14-yard touchdown.

Chase Varnadore put Florida A&M’s only points on the board with his 42-yard field goal in the first half.

The win makes Coastal’s record 4-0 and marks the second year in a row where the Chants have gone undefeated through the first four games of the season.

The Chants come back home this Saturday to face Elon at 7p.m.
Chants fall 7-0 to Seahawks

BY: LAUREL NUSBAUMER
SPORTS EDITOR

The UNC Wilmington women’s soccer team took a quick, steady lead by scoring three goals within the first fifteen minutes of play against the lady Chanticleers. The Chants were also forced to play down one player for 65 minutes and down two players for the final 10 minutes of regulation.

The Seahawks came into this game on a hot streak, having won 4 of their first five games of the season and winning their last game 8-0 against Francis Marion.

Freshman Autumn Jaworski of Coastal Carolina made her collegiate debut after replacing Faith Farley in the goal who was red carded and forced to leave the game. Jaworski made five saves in her first collegiate game.

The Chants were able to hold the Seahawks until the 58th minute of play when UNCW player Kennedy Ulrich snagged two goals within five minutes, putting the Seahawks up 5-0. The Chanticleers were able to obtain greater possession time, but were unable to find scoring opportunity.

Ulrich sealed the win for the Seahawks off a penalty kick in the 80th minute and finished off the scoring streak in the 83rd with a final goal.

The Chanticleers were represented by Kacey Kelley and Rylie Johnson on the All-Tournament Team.

The women will take on Longwood Wednesday, September 24 at home.

Men and women’s cross country teams persist to keep up

BY: LAUREL NUSBAUMER
SPORTS EDITOR

The men and women’s cross country teams competed in the Winthrop Adidas Cross Country Invitational last Saturday and kept the momentum going for the Coastal team.

Kyla Van Graan of the women’s team placed first overall with a time of 17:18.93, a personal 5K best, and not only teammate, but sister Aynslee Van Graan locked in third overall.

Kyla Van Graan finished the race a full 22 seconds ahead of runner-up Tristin Van Ord of Appalachian State.

This win marked Kyla Van Graan’s first title victory. Sister Aynslee Van Graan 17:47.63, her fastest time in three collegiate races.

The women finished third of seven Division 1 teams.

The Coastal Carolina men’s team was honored by Joseph Keit snagging second place in the men’s 8K. Keit closed his race at 25:43.86. The only other Coastal competitor for the men was Evan Nicipho who finished in the top ten.

The Greater Louisville Classic marks the next race for the Chanticleers on Saturday, October 4.

Player Profiles

BY: SIERRA DOHERTY
STAFF WRITER

Ricky Garbanzo
Soccer

Year: Senior
Major: Biology
Position: Forward
Position Played: Forward
Honors/Awards: 2013 First Team All-Big South, 2013 CollegeSportsMadness.com First Team All-Big South, 2012 First Team All-Big South, 2011 Big South All-Freshman Team
Strengths: Math, Science, Group Projects, Biological Experiments, Spanish
Weaknesses: English
Future Career Plans: Play pro in USA or Costa Rica (where I was born) and pursue molecular biology in the graduate program
Fun Fact: Ever since I was little I always wanted to become a professional soccer player.

Letitia Saayman
Cross Country

Year: Junior
Major: Sociology, Health Promotion Minor
Honors/Awards: Big South Conference Runner of the Week, 2013 Big South Women’s Runner of the Year, 2013 Big South Cross Country All-Conference Team, 2012 Big South Women’s Freshman of the Year, Big South All-Conference Team, 10,000m champion at 2014 Big South Championship
Strengths: Perseverance (giving up is never an option) and my faith
Weaknesses: Good food (just kidding!), my sense of humor (I find things funny at the wrong time), and I tend to be impatient with inconsiderate people
Future Career Plans: My dream job is being a social worker.
CCU rallies over College of Charleston

BY: BRENDAN MCPHERSON
STAFF WRITER

"The College of Charleston was champion in SOCON conference; they moved and won the CAA. Last 2 years we lost against them, this was the time when we tried to change history." This was Women's Volleyball coach Jozef Forman's attitude approaching their most recent game against the College of Charleston, and it proved to be the right attitude for a program going in the right direction.

The Chants were playing in their 4th game in as many days coming off of an undefeated tournament. When asked about the quick turnaround coach Forman had nothing but praise to give to his strength coach Daniel Medric for conditioning his team. Coastal Carolina seemed ready to play a strong game against the cougars who had just beaten a very talented Wake Forest team.

The first set opened with CoiC utilizing an interesting defensive strategy. The Cougars stacked three middle blockers at the net instead of the usual two to cancel out Coastal's strong net play. The strategy initially gave CoiC the upper-hand. The Chants regrouped and continued to attack, looking for a hole in the defense. CCU found their groove, but neither team seemed to pull away from either with the lead bouncing back and forth 5+ times. In the end CCU won the set due to strong serving.

The second set proved to be a tough one for Coastal as they made early mistakes allowing CoiC to take a lead. CCU used a quick timeout to regroup. Coastal rallied forward, but the Cougars stopped their run and won the set 25-21.

The third set opened with Coastal Carolina sophomore Annayka Legros making an immediate impact off the bench. Legros came in with a kill and continued giving effort and at 6'5" providing length all over the floor. Coach Forman commented that it was a simple personnel switch, but she worked hard all week, and he expected her to be dominant. CCU went on a 12-3 run behind the spark and the Cougars just could not adjust. The Chanticleers went on to win the set 25-14.

Once again, the final set proved to be tightly contested coming out of the gate. Both teams matched each other early on. Coastal had 2 big advantages that proved too strong to overcome; their size and hitting power. In the end CCU served strong and challenged Charleston at the net with enough power to win the set 25-17.

The Chants travel to Raleigh NC to play NC State for their next game. The team knows that this will be the toughest game they have played all season; Coach Jozef Forman had a message for everyone about this year's season: "The Big South is much stronger than people think; next week’s home conference opener will be huge... I hope more and more people come out to our games, and thank you to those already coming. The girls are working hard and they appreciate each and every one of you."
Men’s Soccer faces defeat

BY: MADISON WARREN
STAFF WRITER

On a rainy Friday night, Furman handed Coastal Carolina a 1-0 loss on a rare visiting-team victory.

Furman’s goal was achieved in the 76th minute of the match, which includes several great shots by Bryce Follensbee and Tommy Gudmundsson. Despite the Chant loss, they outshot the cards 26-7 on the night, including a 10-4 shot advantage in the second half.

In the first half, with more than 33 minutes to play in the half, Coastal looked to take the first goal after Jordan Tyler slipped in behind the Furman defense. Tyler ran the ball to the left side of the box and passed it over to freshman Martin Melchor, but the Melchor was not able to get steady footing and his shot deflected away, keeping the score 0-0.

Going into the second half Coastal owned the better of the half’s possessions. Coastal also commanded a 16-3 advantage in total shots. Unfortunately, Furman’s defense and goal frame held firm and kept the Chants from finding a goal.

Coastal came close to taking the lead 1-0 when Uchenna Uzo took a shot from the top of the box finding the left side of the netting; however, the officials ruled the Uzo took advantage of an injury on the field, and claimed that he would not have taken that shot if the rules were properly enforced.

This loss was just the 21st loss the Chants have seen in the CCU soccer stadium since it opened in 2002. This loss makes there record 2-2-0.

Coastal comes back to the field on Tuesday Sept. 16th at 7p.m. facing instate rivals University of South Carolina.
THE TOP 5
Ways to Prank your Roommates

BY: AMY MOODY
STAFF WRITER

1. Leave a severed head in the fridge
   Nothing will scare your roommates more than opening the fridge and seeing a head in a jar. All you need is an empty round jar and a picture of someone's head (preferably a zombie).

2. Plastic wrap their bed
   Another way to show your roommates you love them is to use saran wrap to wrap up their bed. The more belongings you put on the bed before you start, the better.

3. Mentos in Diet Coke
   If you're having a party, make sure to serve these drink bombs. Just freeze mint Mentos inside ice cubes, then drop them into some Diet Coke. It will be a night they always remember.

4. Cup carpet
   There are many ways to do this prank. You just need a bunch of plastic cups full of water. Then, place the cups all around their room close together to make a carpet of cups. If you want to be extra evil, stack the cups into pyramids in some spots.

5. Icy-Hot toilet
   You know that wonderful burning/tingling feeling of Icy-Hot? Your roommates can experience it too. Just cover the toilet seat with a thin film of it, and they'll be wondering if they need to visit the doctor.

*The Chanticleer is not responsible for prank wars, angry roommates or possible death threats.

---

Restaurant Review

Bay Naturals

BY: DYLAN CORDARO
STAFF WRITER

Vegetarians, vegans and those who prefer healthier food alternatives have a gem in Myrtle Beach known as Bay Naturals. Meat eaters do not have any reason to hide from Bay Naturals though, since the store is proud to sell animal products as well. This health-foods hub is half-grocery store and half-kitchen. Bay Naturals offers a wide variety of meals to serve even the pickiest of diets in their restaurant-style eatery just behind the grocery aisles. Nothing on the menu is more than $12.00 and the average sandwich is about $6.00. The kitchen serves homemade smoothies, teas, and desserts along with their freshly cooked burritos, soups, and quiches.

The store in and of itself is very inviting with aisles full of the latest names in healthier eating. Just beyond the aisles of baking goods, safer meats, and snacks lies the kitchen. You'll find several tables and chairs lining the front counter where the staff will wait to take your order. The workers here are very respectful of any picky food-choices you may have. Easy-to-read menus will guide you to the most delicious of lunches. After you order, the wait staff can have you pick up your order from the counter or they can bring it to your table while you and your friends wait with your smoothies, fresh juices, and cucumber waters.

My friends and I have tried several items on the menu like the Smoked Potato and Fakin' Bacon Wrap, the Kale Salad, the Wild Salmon Burger, and the Tuna Salad Sandwich. The cooks will even come out sometimes to talk with you and see what you think of the meal. We really enjoy the casual atmosphere of the restaurant and you won't believe how many Coastal students are willing to drive to 79th Avenue just to get lunch here.

While there is no student discount at the kitchen, there is a 10% discount for CCU students for products in the aisles. Before or after you eat there, be sure to walk up and down the store aisles for all different types of supplements, candies, etc. Go grab yourselves some organic macaroni, natural almond butters, kale chips, and tofu jerky. Have you ever had tofu jerky? It's crazy, but you end up loving it if you give it a fighting chance.

So where exactly is Bay Naturals? This store/restaurant is located by Food Lion on US-17 Business, also known as North Kings Highway. It is situated between 76th and 79th Ave North. Also on 79th Avenue is the Atlantic Stage where students from CCU will perform in plays for the Myrtle Beach area. Next time you head to the beach or to a show at 79th, be sure to visit Bay Naturals. The store itself closes at 7:30pm Monday-Saturday and 5:00pm on Sundays while the kitchen usually closes one hour before then.
P
ublished in 2000, Carl Hiaasen's satirical novel Sick Puppy takes aim at all demographics: youthful or elderly, conservative or liberal, and wealthy or poor. Though the book has been around for a while, Sick Puppy still guarantees side-splitting humor.

Sick Puppy defines the stereotypes of Floridian living through the actions of protagonist Twilly Spree, a millionaire trust fund baby and college dropout. Twilly is an eco-terrorist with a quick temper. After witnessing lobbyist Palmer Stoat polluting the highway from the comfort of his luxury Range Rover, Twilly obsessively pursues Stoat and follows him to his Fort Lauderdale residence. Subsequently, Twilly begins to arrange pranks to pull on Stoat until he promises to back out of a deal made with a corrupt governor to expedite the funding of a new bridge that will eliminate the natural habitat of an unindustrialized island.

After messy politics, blackmailing, and the commitment of unnatural (and creepy) deeds, Twilly's plot to save the island eventually prevails.

As an avid reader of Hiaasen's works, this novel may be my favorite of his. The extreme degree each character is taken to enhances the hilarity of the satire and exemplifies the traits of Floridians. Though the story focuses greatly on the Sunshine State, it is still an excellent read for anyone who enjoys seeing justice get served as well as hyperbolized characters interact in extreme situations. The action starts almost instantaneously and Hiaasen successfully sets ridiculous scenes throughout the novel. There is never a dull moment in the novel.

BY: LAUREL NUSBAUMER
SPORTS EDITOR

book review

SICK PUPPY
CARL HIAASEN

music review

BY: SAMANTHA BERGOLD
ASSISTANT EDITOR

Twenty One Pilots are a duo from Columbus, Ohio formed in 2009. Tyler Joseph is the lead singer and plays the piano/keyboard, drums, and ukulele. Josh Dunn plays the drums.

Their name originated while Joseph was reading the novel ‘All My Sons’ by Arthur Miller. The play interested Joseph from the ethical dilemma in the novel. The main character must decide if he wants to help his family or save twenty one pilots.

Vessel is their first studio album released by a record company. They had two self released albums before they were signed by Fueled by Ramen.

Most people call their music ‘schizophrenic pop.’ Their music focuses on many different ethical dilemmas facing people in our society. Their music discusses suicide and depression, but with a positive outlook on continuing to live. There is also prevalent themes of God in their music.

Their music is catchy with a Christian rap twist. Their song ‘Car Radio’ was performed at the 2014 MTV Movie Awards. When people hear this song, they are immediately drawn into the group with the emotional effect the song has on them. ‘Holding On To You’ is another hit from the group. The song focuses on holding on to God in your life.

Their music is very different from music genres heard in our generation. Their intriguing outlook on life might be just what you need in life.

BY: AMANDA ESTELL
STAFF WRITER

Imagine you’re playing your favorite video game. You’ve been playing the same level for hours when you finally decide it’s time to log off, except… wait, the log off button is gone! You are now trapped inside the game and you must survive because if you die in the game, you die in reality. That is the concept of this brilliant new anime series, Sword Art Online. S.A.O is a fantastic, fast paced show that will keep you on your toes. One cannot simply watch one episode at a time. The series is beautifully produced and crafted. The artwork, the action, and of course the love story, is perfect for everyone to enjoy. A must see!
Another fall semester is in full effect here at Coastal and many students are always looking for fun activities to do on and off campus after a grueling day of classes. After our studying is done and our brains are fried we often want to get together to chill with our friends. If you and your friends find yourselves looking for something to do during the week outside of your dorm room or apartment, there are a variety of activities happening this week that can peak anyone’s interest.

Monday, September 22nd
A Founder’s Day Convocation will be held at 7pm in Wheelwright Auditorium. The ceremony allows the university to show its appreciation to everyone whose continuous spirit and determination have helped define the academic and physical development of the university we know and love.

Tuesday, September 23rd
There will be a Teal Tuesday T-shirt Giveaway. Keep checking Twitter for an announcement about where and when to get your Teal T-Shirt. You must wear the teal to get the teal.

Wednesday, September 24th
Come hang out at Picnic by the Pool from 5pm to 7pm at the Grand Strand Activity House in UP. Enjoy some picnic food and participate in pool volleyball. There will also be cornhole to play if you don’t want to get wet.

Thursday, September 25th
Little Women: The Musical will be held at the Myrtle Beach Education Center 206 Theatre from 7:30 pm to 9:30pm. The musical focus on the four March sisters and their beloved Marmee as they grow up in Civil War America. For ticket information, contact the Wheelwright Box Office at 843-349-2787.

Friday, September 26th
Men’s Soccer will be taking on Elon beginning at 7pm on the soccer field. Coastal Volleyball will be taking on Winthrop starting at 7pm in the HTC Center.

Saturday, September 27th
CCU Football will hit the gridiron against Elon starting at 7pm at Brooks Stadium.

Sunday, September 28th
The Market Common Triathlon will start at 10 am on Deville St. With its unique format, the event will offer something everyone can enjoy. The standard distance will include a 250 yard pool swim, 1.5 mile closed course run followed immediately by a 150 yard lazy river swim, 6 mile closed course bike ride and a 1.5 mile closed course run. Registration for the triathlon is $12.

Don’t feel that you have to please everyone. Your actions will bring the most benefit if you make your choices free of pressure. You don’t necessarily have to do what others want or expect. Methods that have worked in the past are still relevant and useful.

› AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 19)
Time is on your side. If you have been running around in circles, slow down and reassess your situation. You should rethink your strategy and reset your priorities.

› PISCES (Feb. 20 - March 20)
Consider investigating a new direction in your life or career. You don’t have to stop what you’re doing and rush headfirst into something else, but it’s a good idea to find out what options are available.

› ARIES (March 21 - April 19)
Membership in a club or organization will introduce you to someone special. Although you may not expect it initially, this person will turn out to be a strong influence in the future.

› TAURUS (April 20 - May 20)
Tie up loose ends. Personal or emotional entanglements will start unraveling if you don’t deal with them promptly. Don’t wait for someone else to make the first move.

› GEMINI (May 21 - June 20)
Get together with a friend or lover. A dynamic new project will reveal itself while you are traveling. Take time to properly develop what you want to do.

› CANCER (June 21 - July 22)
You can’t rely on other people. Changes will occur, and, whether you like it or not, you will have to deal with the outcome. Prepare to adjust to new developments as they happen.

› LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22)
Don’t have any qualms about showing off your talents. Others will appreciate your showmanship and confidence. If you trust in your abilities, others will as well.

› VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22)
Don’t jump to conclusions without knowing the truth. Do some fact-finding in order to get to the heart of the matter. Dig deep before you take action.

› LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 23)
Try something new. Say yes to friends or family members who ask you to participate in an adventurous pursuit -- it will turn out to be more enjoyable than you anticipate.

› SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov. 22)
Interaction with others will not go smoothly. You can avoid misunderstandings if you keep to yourself and refrain from sharing your ideas. Catch up on reading and fulfilling personal goals.

› SAGITARIUS (Nov. 23 - Dec. 21)
Your future is looking bright. You will achieve better than expected results from a collaborative effort. Those who are in your corner will be willing and able to support your cause.

› CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)
Get all the details before you give your opinion. You will leave a bad impression if you act like a know-it-all. Do the necessary homework and listen to what others think.
crossword puzzle

CR-UNCH TIME By Janet Wise

ACROSS
1 They give a hoot
5 Put in the fridge
10 Not a nice film
14 Pullman track
15 Flood embankment
16 Middle word of Descartes' conclusion
17 Uneasy, eerie sensation
19 Frigid
20 From the mountains of Peru
21 Dustin Hoffman movie
23 Defeated king of Troy
26 They're "company"
27 Completely surrounded
30 Like some teas
33 Empty truck's weight
34 Causes to attack
36 Feel remorse over
37 Small margin of victory
38 Grand __ (wine phrase)
39 Desertlike
40 Hephaestus one
41 Saint Francis' home
44 Warn, on a hunt
45 Life force
47 Pours down
49 The end, musically
50 Catch for a Florida fisherman
51 Periodic payment
54 Chicken part
55 Be a good coach potato
59 Orchard grumps?
62 Tablet company
63 Mitigator
64 Small amount of Greek?
65 Fancy dressers of 1960s London
66 Wanda of "Curb Your Enthusiasm"
67 Sign of sorrow

DOWN
1 Ocean predator
2 Alert of danger
3 Emulated Pinocchio
4 More heavy-eyed
5 Places for non-resident patients
6 Lobster's mother
7 "So __ heard!"
8 "__ We Forget"
9 Banatoland, today
10 Military zone
11 Mix, as dogs
12 Jamaican tangelo
13 A la (with ice cream)
18 A wife of Henry VIII
22 Wilson of "The Grand Budapest Hotel"
24 Baldwin and Templeton
25 Art of writing verse
27 Guiding beliefs of a group
28 Racial equality org.
29 Found fault with
31 Enveloping qualities
32 Impolite glances
33 Emma____ (Abbr.)
35 Trouble spot for Indiana Jones
38 Prime minister's assistant
41 Batting coach's concerns
43 Weather map lines
46 Laso wielders
48 Part of BBC (Abbr.)
51 Grand __ home
52 Shell food?
53 Heavy low cart
55 Shower gel ingredient, often recorded (make history)
57 Ivan the Terrible's title (Var.)
60 Seek answers
61 Royal jelly producer

sudoku

WANT TO DESIGN A CARTOON FOR THE CHANTICLEER?

Calling all Cartoonists

We are currently looking for a creative individual to design a cartoon every week to be published in The Chanticleer. *This could be a paid position based on the work. If interested or for more information contact chanticleernews@gmail.com
Anger Screening Day

Thursday, September 25th
11:30 a.m. – 1:30 p.m.
Prince Lawn and UP Café

Free $5 CINO Cash to first 12 students at each location!

Free and Sponsored by Counseling Services